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Abstract—In this paper, we use some topological near open 
sets to introduce the rough set concepts such as near open lower 
and near open upper approximations. Also, we study the concept 
of near open, rough set and some of their basic properties. We 
will study the comparison among near open concepts and rough 
set concepts. We also studied the effect of this concept to motivate 
the knowledge discovery processing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Information technology is huge and need more accurate 

measures to discover their valuable knwoledge. An important 
field of this technology is the information discovery via 
available information. Rough set theory and their topological 
generalizations using some topological near open sets [1, 2, 4, 
5, 7, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20] are a recent, an accurate and 
applicable approach for reasoning about data. Many 
researchers generalized rough sets, but the concept of a 
topological rough set given by Wiweger [16] in 1989 is the 
basic starting point. This generalization is basically starting 
with a topological space and defined the approximation via the 
interior and the closure operators on topological spaces. The 
concept of β -open set was introduced in 1983 by M. E. Abd 
El-Monsef and others [3].  

In this paper, we introduce and investigate the concept of 
near open approximation space. These spaces help to get a 
new classification for the universe. Also, we investigate the 
concept of  near open lower and near open upper 
approximations. We study near open, rough sets, the 
comparison between this concept and rough sets is also 
studied. Also, we give some counter examples. 

II. ROUGH SET BASIC CONCEPTS 
Classical rough set theory has come from the need to 

represent subsets of a universe in terms of equivalence classes 
of a partition of that universe. The partition characterizes a 
topological space, called approximation space ),(= RXK , 
where X  is a set called the universe and R  is an equivalence 
relation [8, 14]. The equivalence classes of R  are also known 
as the granules, elementary sets or blocks; we will use 

XRx ⊆  to denote the equivalence class containing Xx∈ . 
In the approximation space, we consider two sets, namely 

}=:{=)( φ/∩∈ ARXxAR x and 

}:{=)( ARXxAR x ⊆∈ that is called the lower and the 

upper approximation of XA⊆  respectively. Also, let 
)(=)( ARAPOSR  denote the positive region of A , 

)(=)( ARXANEGR −  denotes the negative region of A  

and )()(=)( ARARABNR −  denote the boundary region 
of X. 

The degree of completeness can also be characterized by 
the accuracy measure, in which || R  represents the cardinality 
of set R  as follows: 

.=where
|)(|
|)(|=)( φα /A

AR
ARA

R
 

Accuracy measures try to express the degree of 
completeness of knowledge. )(ARα  is able to imprisonment, 
how large the boundary region of the data sets is; however, we 
cannot easily capture the structure of the knowledge. A 
fundamental advantage of rough set theory is the ability to 
handle a category that cannot be sharply defined given a 
knowledge base. Characteristics of the potential data sets can 
be measured through the rough sets framework. We can 
measure inexactness and express topological characterization 
of imprecision with: 

(1) If φ=)( /AR  and XAR =)( / , then A  is roughly R -
definable. 
(2) If φ=)(AR  and XAR =)( / , then A  is internally R -
undefinable 
(3) If φ=)( /AR  and XAR =)( , then A  is externally R -
undefinable. 
(4) If φ=)(AR  and XAR =)( , then A  is totally R -
undefinable. 

We denote the set of all, roughly R -definable (resp. 
Internally R -undefinable, externally R -undefinable and 
totally R -undefinable) sets by )(XRD  (resp. )(XIUD , 

)(XEUD  and )(XTUD ). 
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With )(ARα  and classifications above, we can 
characterize rough sets by their size of the boundary region. 

A topological space [6] is a pair ),( τX  consisting of a set 
X  and family τ  of subsets of X  satisfying the following 

conditions: 

(1) τφ ∈X,  
(2) τ  is closed under arbitrary union. 
(3) τ  is closed under finite intersection. 

The pair ),( τX  is called a topological space, the 
elements of X  are called points of the space, the subsets of 
X  belonging to are called open set in the space, and the 

complement of the subsets of X  belonging, to τ  are called 
closed set in the space; the family τ  of open subsets of X  is 
also called a topology for X . 

}closedisa:{= FndFAXFA ⊆⊆  is 

called τ -closure of a subset XA⊂ . 

Evidently, A  is the smallest closed subset of X  which 
contains A . Note that A is closed iff AA = . 

}openisa:{= GndAGXGA ⊆⊆  is 

called the τ -interior of a subset XA⊆ . 

Evidently, A  is the union of all open subsets of X  
which containing in A . Note that A is open iff AA = . And 

AAAb −=)(  is called the τ -boundary of a subset 
XA⊆ . 

Let A  be a subset of a topological space ),( τX . Let A , 
A  and )(Ab  be closure, interior, and boundary of A  

respectively. A  is exact if φ=)(Ab , otherwise A  is rough. 

It is clear A  is exact iff AA = . In Pawlak space a subset 
XA⊆  has two possibilities rough or exact. 

Definition 2.1. [3] A subset A  of a topological space 
),( τX  is called −β open 

if )))((( AclintclA⊂ . 

The complement of β -open set is β -closed set. We 

denote that the set of all −β open and β -closed sets by 
)(XOβ  and )(XCβ  respectively. 

Remark 2.1. For any topological space ),( τX . We have 
)(XOβτ ⊆ . 

III. TOPOLOGICAL NEAR OPEN ROUGH CLASSIFICATION 
In this section, we introduce and investigate the concept of 

near open approximation space. Also, we introduce the 

concepts of near open lower approximation and near open 
upper approximation and study their properties. 

Definition 3.1. Let X  be a finite non-empty universe. The 
pair ),( βRX  is called a near open approximation space 

where βR  is a general relation used to get a subbase for a 

topology τ  on X  and a class of β -open sets )(XOβ . 

Remark 3.1. In Definition 3.1, we use the symbol βR  to 

avoid confusion with R  which refers to an equivalence 
relation. 

Example 3.1. Let },,,,,,{= gfedcbaU  be a universe 
of multi valued information system of seven patients (A, B 
and C are conditional attributes and D is the decision attribute) 
as in Table 1, the relation R  defined on patients by 

),,{(= aaR  ),,(),,( daca ),,(),,( dbbb  ),,(),,( bcac  
)},(),,( addc , thus },,{= dcaaR , },{= dbbR , 
},,{= dbacR  and }{= adR . Then the topology 

associated with this relation is ,{= Uτ  },{, aφ
},,{},{ dad  },,{ db  },,,{ dba  }},,{ dca  and 

,{=)( XXOβ },{, aφ  },,{},{ cad  },,{ da
},,{},,{ dcdb },,,{ dba }},,{},,,{ dcbdca . So ),( βRU  

is a near open approximation space. 

TABLE I.  MULTIVALUED INFORMATION SYSTEM 

D C B A U 
{d3} {c1} {B1,B2,B4} {A2} a 
{d3} {c1,c3} {B1,B2} {A1,A2} b 
{d3} {c1} {B1,B2} {A2} c 
{d1} {c4} {B1,B2,B4} {A1} d 
{d2} {c1,c2} {B5} {A1} e 
{d3} {c1} {B1,B2} {A1} f 
{d3} {c1,c3} {B1,B3,B4} {A1} g 

Example 3.2. Let },,{= cbaX  be a subset of the 
universe U ,  and a relation R  defined on X  by 

},{= baaR , }{= bbR , },{= bacR . Then the 
subtopology associated with this relation is ,{= Xτ  ,φ  

}},{},{ bab  and )(XOβ  ,{= X  },{, bφ  }},{},,{ cbba . 
So ),( βRX  is a subnear open approximation space. 

Definition 3.2. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 
approximation space near open lower (resp. near open upper) 
approximation of any non-empty subset A  of X  is defined 
as: 

     }:)({=)( AGXOGAR ⊆∈ββ    

     }:)({=)( AFXCFAR ⊇∈ββ    

Definition 3.3. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 
approximation space. From the relation 
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)()()()( AclAclAAintAint ⊆⊆⊆⊆ ββ , for any 
XA⊆ . The Universe X  can be divided into 12 regions 

with respect to any XA⊆  as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Regions of the universe 

Remark 3.2. The study of near open approximation spaces 
is a generalization for the study of approximation spaces. 
Because of the elements of the regions [ )()( ARAR −β ] 

will be defined well in A , while this point was undefinable in 
Pawlak’s approximation spaces. Also, the elements of the 
region [ )()( ARAR β− ] do not belong to A , while these 
elements was not well defined in Pawlak’s approximation 
spaces. 

In our study, reduce the boundary of A , in Pawlak’s 
approximation space by near open boundary of A . Also, we 
extend exterior of A  which contains the elements did not 
belong to A  by near open exterior of A . 

Proposition 3.1. For any near open approximation space 
),( βRX , the following are hold of any XA⊆ :   

 (1) )()(=)( AEdgAEdgAb ∪ , )()( ARAAEdg −= , 

AARAEdg −= )()(  

 (2) )()(=)( AEdgAEdgAb βββ ∪ , 

)()( ARAAEdg ββ −= , AARAEdg −= )()( ββ  
Proof (2). It follows from  

)()(=)( ARARAb βββ −  

 ))(())((= ARAAAR ββ −∪−  

 )()(= AEdgAEdg ββ ∪  
Proposition 3.2. For any near open approximation space

),( βRX , the following are hold of any XA⊆ : 

  (1) )()(=)()( AEdgAEdgARAR ββ ∪−  

  (2) )()(=)()( AEdgAEdgARAR ∪− ββ   
Proof. Obvious. 

Proposition 3.3. For any near open approximation space
),( βRX . The following are hold to any XA⊆ : 

 (1) ))()(()(=)( ARARAEdgAEdg −∪ ββ  

 (2) ))()(()(=)( ARARAEdgAEdg ββ −∪   
Proof.  Obvious. 

Definition 3.4. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 

approximation space and XA⊆ . Then there are 

memberships ∈ , ∈ , 
β

∈  and β∈ , say, near open strong and 

near open weak memberships respectively which defined by: 

(1) Ax∈  iff )(ARx∈  

(2) Ax∈  iff )(ARx∈  

(3) Ax β∈  iff )(ARx β∈  

(4) Ax β∈  iff )(ARx β∈  
Remark 3.3. According to Definition 3.4, near open lower 

and near open upper approximations of a set XA⊆  can be 
written as 

(1) }:{=)( AxAxAR ββ ∈∈  

(2) }:{=)( AxAxAR ββ ∈∈   

Remark 3.4. Let ),( βRX  be a near open approximation 

space and XA⊆ . Then 

(1) AxAx β∈⇒∈  

(2) AxAx ∈⇒∈β  
The converse of Remark 3.4 may not be true in general as 

seen in the following example. 

Example 3.3. Let },,,{= dcbaX  be a universe and a 

relation R  defined by ),{(= aaR , ),( cd , ),( dd , 
),(),,( dcac , )},( cc , thus }{= aaR , φ=bR , 

},,{= dcacR  and },{= dcdR . Then the topology 

associated with this relation is ,{= Xτ  },{, aφ  
}},,{},,{ dcadc  . So ),( βRX  is a β -approximation 

space. Let, },,{= dcbA , we have Ab β∈  but Ab∈/ . Also, 

let }{= cB . We have Bd ∈  but, Bd β∈/ . 

We can characterize the degree of completeness by a new 
tool named β -accuracy measure defined as follows: 
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φα
β

β
β

=w
|)(|
|)(|

=)( /Ahere
AR
AR

AR  

Example 3.4. According to Example 3.1, we can deduce 
Table 2 below that show the degree of accuracy measure 

)(Aβα  and β -accuracy measure )(ARβ
α  for some proper 

subsets of the universe of discourse. 

TABLE II.   ACCURACY MEASURES 

XA⊆  )(Aβα  )(ARβ
α  

{a} 1/2 1 
{a,c} 1/2 1 
{b,d} 1/3 1 
{b,c,d} 2/3 1 

We see that the degree of exactness of the set }{= aA  by 

using accuracy measure equal to 50%  and by using near open 
accuracy measure equal to 100% . Consequently near open 
accuracy measure is the accurate measure in this case. 

We investigate near open, rough equality and near open 
rough inclusion based on rough equality and inclusion which 
introduced by Pawlak and Novotny in [10, 11]. 

Definition 3.5. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 

approximation space, XBA ⊆, . Then we say that A  and 
B  are: 

(i) Near open roughly bottom equal if )(=)( BRAR ββ  

(ii) Near open roughly top equal if )(=)( BRAR ββ  

(iii) Near open roughly equal )( BA β≈  if 

)(=)( BRAR ββ  and )(=)( BRAR ββ  
Example 3.5. According to Example 3.1, we have the sets

},{ ca , },,{ cba  are near open roughly bottom equal and
},{ dc , },,{ dcb  are near open roughly top equal. 

One can easily show that β≈  is an equivalence relation on 

)(XP , hence the pair )),(( β≈XP  is an approximation 

space. Also, this relation β≈  is called near open, rough 

equality of the near open approximation space ),( βRX . 

Definition 3.6. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 

approximation space. We define the equivalence relation βE  

on the set )(XP  given by the condition: 

ββ fEBA i),( ∈ - β=)(Aint -

βndBint a)( - β=)(Acl - )(Bcl . 

The equivalence relation βE  is precisely the same of β≈ , 

since )(=)( AintAR ββ  and )(=)( AclAR ββ . 

Remark 3.5. For any subset A  of X , the equivalence 
class of the relation ( β≈  or βE ) containing A  is denoted by 

β≈
][A  or 

BEA][ . Thus,  

)}.(=)(

and)(=)(:{=][

ARDR

ARDRXDA

ββ

βββ
⊂≈

 

We denote by )(XRβ  of the family of near open rough 

classes of a near open approximation space ),( βRX . 

Definition 3.7. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 

approximation space, XBA ⊆, . Then we say that 

 (i) A  is near open roughly bottom included in B   if 
)()( BRAR ββ ⊆  

 (ii) A  is near open roughly top included in B   if 
)()( BRAR ββ ⊆  

 (iii) A  is near open roughly included in B   if 
)()( BRAR ββ ⊆  and )()( BRAR ββ ⊆  

Example 3.6. According to Example 3.1, we have },{ ca  
is near open roughly bottom included in },,{ cba . Also, 

},{ dc  is near open roughly top included in },,{ dcb . 

IV. PROPERTIES OF NEAR OPEN, ROUGH SETS 
In this section, we introduced a new concept of near open 

rough set. 

Definition 4.1. For any near open approximation space 
),( βRX , a subset A  of X  is called: 

 (1) βR -definable ( β -exact)if )(=)( ARAR ββ  or 

φβ =)(Ab  

 (2) near open rough if )(=)( ARAR ββ /  or φβ =)( /Ab   

Example 4.1. Let ),( βRX  be a near open approximation 

space as in Example 3.3. We have the set },{ ca  is near open 
exact while }{b  is near open rough set. 

Proposition 4.1. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 
approximation space. Then: 

(1) Every exact set in X  is near open exact. 
(2) Every near open rough set in X  is rough.  

Proof. Obvious. 

The converse of all parts of Proposition 4.2 may not be 
true in general as seen in the following example. 
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Example 4.2. Let ),( βRX  be a near open approximation 

space as in Example 3.3. Then the set },{ ca  is near open 
exact, but not exact and the set },,{ dba  is rough but not near 
open rough. 

Remark 4.1. The intersection of two near open exact sets 
need not be near open exact set. 

Example 4.3. Let ),( βRX  be a near open approximation 

space as in Example 3.3. We have },{ cb  and },{ ba  are two 
near open exact sets but }{=},{},{ bbacb ∩  does not near 
open exact. 

Definition 4.2. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 

approximation space, the set XA⊆  is called: 

(1) Roughly βR -definable, if φβ =)( /AR  and 

XAR =)( /β . 

(2) Internally βR -undefinable, if φβ =)(AR  and 

XAR =)( /β . 

(3) Externally βR -undefinable, if φβ =)( /AR  and 

XAR =)(β . 

(4) Totally βR -undefinable, if φβ =)(AR  and 

XAR =)(β .  

We denote the set of all, roughly βR -definable (resp. 

Internally βR -undefinable, externally βR -undefinable and 

totally βR -undefinable) sets by )(XRDβ  (resp. 

)(XIUDβ , )(XEUDβ  and )(XTUDβ ). 

Remark 4.2. For any near open approximation space 
),( βRX . The following are held:  

(1) )()( XRDXRD ⊇β  

(2) )()( XIUDXIUD ⊆β  

(3) )()( XEUDXEUD ⊆β  

(4) )()( XTUDXTUD ⊆β  
Example 4.4. According to Example 3.3, we have the set 

)(},{ XRDba β∈  but )(},{ XRDba ∈/ . The set 
)(},{ XIUDdb ∈  but )(},{ XIUDdb β∈/ . Also, the set 
)(},{ XEUDda ∈  but )(},{ XEUDda β∈ . 

Lemma 4.1. For any near open approximation space 
),( βRX  and for all Xyx ∈, , the condition })({yRx β∈  

and })({xRy β∈  implies })({=})({ yRxR ββ . 

Proof. By definition of near open upper approximation of a 

set is a β -closure of this set, and since })({yclβ  is a β -
closed set containing x  (by the condition) while })({xclβ  
is the smallest β -closed set containing x , thus 

})({})({ yclxcl ββ ⊆ . Hence })({})({ yRxR ββ ⊆ . The 
opposite inclusion follows by symmetry 

})({})({ xclycl ββ ⊆ . Hence })({})({ xRyR ββ ⊆ , 
which complete the proof. 

Lemma 4.2. Let ),( βRX  be a near open approximation 

space, which every β -open subset A  of X  is β -closed. 

Then })({xRy β∈  implies })({yRx β∈  for all 
Xyx ∈, . 

Proof. If })({yRx β∈/ , then there exists a β -open set 

G  containing x  such that φ=}{yG∩  which implies that 
)\(}{ GXy ⊆ , but )\( GX  is a β -closed set and also is a 

β -open set does not contain x , thus φ=}{)\( xGX ∩ . 

Hence })({xRy β∈/ .  

Proposition 4.2. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 

approximation space, and every −β open subset A  of X  is 

β -closed. Then the family of sets AxxR ∈:})({{ β } is a 
partition of the set X . 

Proof. If Azyx ∈,,  and })({})({ yRxRz ββ ∩∈ , then 

})({xRz β∈  and })({yRz β∈ . Thus by Lemma 4.2, 

})({zRx β∈  and })({zRy β∈  and by Lemma 4.1 we 

have })({=})({ zRxR ββ  and })({=})({ zRyR ββ . 

Therefore })({=})({=})({ zRyRxR βββ . Hence, either 

})({=})({ yRxR ββ  or φββ =})({})({ yRxR ∩ . 

V. PROPERTIES OF NEAR OPEN APPROXIMATION SPACES 
The purpose of this section is to investigate some 

properties of near open approximation spaces. 

Proposition 5.1. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 

approximation space and XBA ⊆, . Then 

(i) )()( ARAAR ββ ⊆⊆   

(ii) φφφ ββ =)(=)( RR , XXRXR =)(=)( ββ .  

(iii) If BA⊆  then )()( BRAR ββ ⊆  and 

)()( BRAR ββ ⊆   

Proof. (i) Let )(ARx β∈  which mean that 
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}),({ AGXOGx ⊆∈∈ β . Then there exists 

)(0 XOG β∈  such that AGx ⊆∈ 0 . Thus Ax∈ . Hence 

AAR ⊆)(β . Also, let Xx∈  and by definition of 

}),({=)( FAXCFAR ⊆∈ββ  , then Fx∈  for all 

)(XCF β∈ . Hence )(ARA β⊆ . 
(ii) Follows directly. 
(iii) Let )(ARx β∈ , by definition of near open lower 

approximation of A , we have 
}),({ AGXOGx ⊆∈∈ β  but BA⊆ , thus BG ⊆  

and Gx∈ , then )(BRx β∈ . Also, let )(BRx β∈/  this 

means that }),({ FBXCFx ⊆∈∈/ β  then, there exists 

)(XCF β∈ , FB ⊆  and Fx∈/  which means that, there 

exists )(XCF β∈ , FBA ⊆⊆  and Fx∈/  which 

implies }),({ FAXCFx ⊆∈∈/ β , thus )(ARx β∈/ . 

Therefore )()( BRAR ββ ⊆ . 

Proposition 5.2. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 

approximation space and XBA ⊆, . Then   

(i) )(\=)\( ARXAXR ββ  

(ii) )(\=)\( ARXAXR ββ  

(iii) )(=))(( ARARR βββ  

(iv) )(=))(( ARARR βββ  

(v) ))(())(( ARRARR ββββ ⊆  

(vi) ))(())(( ARRARR ββββ ⊆   

Proof. (i) Let )\( AXRx β∈  which is equivalent to 

}\),({ AXGXOGx ⊆∈∈ β . So there exists 

)(0 XOG β∈  such that AXGx \0 ⊆∈ . Then there 

exists cG0  such that cGA 0⊂  and )(, 00 XCGGx cc β∈∈/ . 

Thus, )(ARx β∈/ . So )(\ ARXx β∈ . Therefore 

)(\=)\( ARXAXR ββ . 
(ii) Similar to (i). 
(iii) Since }),({=)( AGXOGAR ⊆∈ββ  . This 
implies that 

)(=}),({=

}}),({{=))((

ARAGXOG

AGXOGARR

β

ββ

β

β

⊆∈

⊆∈




. 

(iv) 
))\(\(\

=))\(\(=))((
AXRXRX

AXRXRARR

ββ

ββββ
. From (i), (ii) 

and (iii), we get 

)(=))(\(\=)\(\=))(( ARARXXAXRXARR βββββ

. 

(v) Since ))(()( ARRAR βββ ⊆  and by (iii) we have 

)(=))(( ARARR βββ , then 

))(())(( ARRARR ββββ ⊆ . 

(vi) Since )())(( ARARR βββ ⊆  and by (iv), we have 

)(=))(( ARARR βββ , then 

))(())(( ARRARR ββββ ⊆ . 

Proposition 5.3. Let ),( βRX  be a near open 

approximation space and XBA ⊆, . Then 

(i) )()()( BRARBAR βββ ∪⊇∪  

(ii) )()()( BRARBAR βββ ∪⊇∪  

(iii) )()()( BRARBAR βββ ∩⊆∩  

(iv) )()()( BRARBAR βββ ∩⊆∩  
Proof. (i) Since we have BAA ∪⊆  and BAB ∪⊆ . 
Then )()( BARAR ∪⊆ ββ  and )()( BARBR ∪⊆ ββ  
by (iii) in Proposition 5.1, then 

)()()( BRARBAR βββ ∪⊇∪ . 
(ii), (iii) and (iv) Similar to (i). 

The equality of all parts in Proposition 5.3 are not held as 
shown in the following example. 

Example 5.1. According to Example 3.1: 

(i) If }{= dA , },{= baB , then we have 

},,{=)( dbaBAR ∪β , }{=)( dARβ , }{=)( aBRβ . 

Therefore )()(=)( BRARBAR βββ ∪/∪ . 

(ii) If }{= dA , },{= baB , then we have 

XBAR =)( ∪β , },{=)( dbARβ , },{=)( baBRβ . 

Therefore )(=)()( BARBRAR ∪/∪ βββ . 

(iii) If },,{= cbaA , },,{= dcbB , then we have 

φβ =)( BAR ∩ , },{=)( caARβ  and 

},,{=)( dcbBRβ . Therefore 

)()(=)( BRARBAR βββ ∩/∩ . 

(iv) If }{= bA , },{= dcB , then we have  
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φβ =)( BAR ∩ , }{=)( bARβ , },,{=)( dcbBRβ . 

Therefore )(=)()( BARBRAR ∩/∩ βββ . 
The following theorems are a generalization of Proposition 

5.3. 

Theorem 5.1. Let ),( βRX  be a near open approximation 

space and XBA ⊆, . If A  is βR -definable. Then the 
following are held.   

(i) )()(=)( BRARBAR βββ ∪∪  

(ii) )()(=)( BRARBAR βββ ∩∩   

Proof. (i) It is clear that )()()( BARBRAR ∪⊆∪ βββ . 

For the converse inclusion, let )( BARx ∪∈ β , that means, 

}),({ BAGXOGx ∪⊆∈∈ β . Then there exists 

)(0 XOG β∈  such that BAGx ∪⊂∈ 0 . We distinguish 
three cases: 
Case (1) If AG ⊂0 , 0Gx∈  and 0G  is a β -open set, then 

)(ARx β∈ . 

Case (2) If φ=0 AG ∩ , then BG ⊆0  and 0Gx∈ , thus 

)(BRx β∈ . 

Case (3) If φ=0 /∩ AG . Since 0Gx∈  and 0G  is a β -

open set, then )(Aclx β∈ , for every 0G  which has the 

above condition, thus, thus )(ARx β∈ , then )(ARx β∈ , 

because A  is βR - definable. Hence, in three cases 

)()( BRARx ββ ∪∈ . 

(ii) It is clear that )()()( BRARBAR βββ ∩⊆∩ . We 

prove the converse inclusion. Let )()( BRARx ββ ∩∈ , 

then )(ARx β∈  implies )(ARx β∈  and XGx ⊆∈ , 

where G  is a β -open set and )(BRx β∈  implies for all 

)(XOG β∈ , φ=/∩ BG . Therefore 

φ==)(=)( /∩∩∩∩∩ YGBAGBAG . Hence 

)( BARx ∩∈ β . 

Theorem 5.2. Let ),( βRX  be a near open approximation 

space and XBA ⊆, . Then the following are held. 

(i) )()(=))(( BRAclBAclR ββ ∪∪  

(ii) )()(=))(( BRAintBAintR ββ ∩∩   
Proof. (i) By Proposition 5.1 (i) and Proposition 5.3 (ii), we 
have ))(()( AclRAcl β⊂ . Then 

))((

)())(()()(

BAclR

BRAclRBRAcl

∪⊂

∪⊂∪

β

βββ
. On the other 

hand, since )()()( BRAclBAcl β∪⊂∪  and the union of 

a β -open set and a closed set is β -closed, then 

)()(=))()(())(( BRAclBRAclRBAclR ββββ ∪∪⊂∪

. Therefore, )()(=))(( BRAclBAclR ββ ∪∪ . 

(ii) Since the intersection of an open set )(Aint  and a β -

open set )(BRβ  is β -open, 

))(())()((=)()( BAintRBRAintRBRAint ∩⊂∩∩ ββββ

. On the other hand, by using Proposition 5.3 (iii), 
)()()())(())(( BRAintBRAintRBAintR ββββ ∩⊂∩⊂∩

. Therefore )()(=))(( BRAintBAintR ββ ∩∩ . 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we used general binary relations to generate 

rough approximations. Properties of  rough belonging , rough 
equality and rough power set are  now clear with respect to 
any relation type raised from any field of applications.  

We have proved that there exist similar properties and 
there exist different properties among the approximations 
raised from this paper and that studied from many authors 
[5,6,7,11,13,14,15,16,25,27,30]. We will investigate new 
applications of these tools using topological generalizations in 
a future paper. 
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